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Abstract
Predicting high pilot mental workload is important to the United States Air Force because lives and aircraft have been lost due to errors made during periods of ;ight associated with mental overload and task
saturation. Current research e0orts use psychophysiological measures such as electroencephalography (EEG),
cardiac, ocular, and respiration measures in an attempt to identify and predict mental workload levels. Existing classi$cation methods successfully classify pilot mental workload using ;ight data for a single pilot
on a given day, but are unsuccessful across di0erent pilots and/or days. We demonstrate a small subset of
combined and calibrated psychophysiological features collected from a single pilot on a given day that accurately classi$es mental workload for a separate pilot on a di0erent day. We achieve classi$cation accuracy
(CA) improvements over previous classi$ers exceeding 80% while using signi$cantly fewer features and dramatically reducing the CA variance. Without the need for EEG data, our feature combination and calibration
scheme also radically reduces the raw data collection requirements, making data collection immensely easier
to manage and spectacularly reducing computational processing requirements.
? 2004 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
Keywords: Arti$cial neural network; Backpropagation; Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR); Pilot workload; Mental workload;
Feature exploitation; Feature identi$cation and classi$cation; Feature combination; Feature calibration; Feature space;
Feature saliency

1. Introduction
Technological advancements in today’s combat aircraft increase the demands on pilots, often
requiring that their attention be split between multiple tasks. When divided attention is coupled with
∗
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stressful or mentally demanding situations, a potential for mental overload presents itself [1]. Studies
of $ghter aircraft pilots show how devastating the e0ects of mental overload can be. These pilots
can become so involved in their current situation that they forget to perform critical tasks, such
as G-force straining maneuvers. As a result, some pilots have lost consciousness and their lives.
One pilot initiated a study regarding the problem after surviving a G-induced loss of consciousness
(GLOC) incident [2]. He discovered that the United States Air Force lost 14 pilots due to GLOC
over 10 years, with only one common factor found across the pilots: all but one of the fatalities
occurred during mentally demanding portions of ;ight. Current research focuses on the idea that if
a classi$er can quickly and accurately analyze the psychophysiological data of a pilot and thereby
provide insight into his current level of mental workload, then a system could be developed to reduce
the possibility of future GLOC situations.
The Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL)/Human E0ectiveness Directorate (HE) at Wright–
Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, has conducted several studies on mental workload analysis in laboratory, simulator, and ;ight settings [3]. Their results indicate that the most in;uential psychophysiological features in classifying mental workload level are brain electrical activity, heart rate, breath
rate, and eye blink measures [4–10]. Interestingly, however, research has shown that while feedforward multilayer perceptron neural networks show promising results classifying pilot mental workload
from simulated ;ights using one set of psychophysiological features, a di0erent set of features may
be found to be most signi$cant when classifying pilot data from actual ;ights [5,6,11].
Personnel working for AFRL/HE collected actual ;ight data using ten pilots each ;ying Wright–
Patterson Aero Club Piper Cub aircraft on a speci$ed route over 2 days. To collect the psychophysiological data, the pilots wore special recording equipment. Each ;ight produced large volumes of data
that, when fully preprocessed, generates 151 features. Previous analysis of both simulator and ;ight
data revealed that substantial feature reduction is attainable using a variety of statistical and analytical methods, with the signal-to-noise ratio feature-screening algorithm [12] producing the smallest
feature set still capable of producing signi$cant classi$cation accuracy [6,11,13]. Furthermore, Laine
et al. [11] and East et al. [13] found that arti$cial neural networks produce the most robust classi$er
for determining mental workload. They found that training an arti$cial neural network using reduced
features sets over same-day, same-pilot data produced mental workload classi$cation accuracies between 72% and 97%. However, the same-pilot over multiple days classi$er yielded classi$cation
accuracy (CA) results around 50%, comparable to ;ipping a coin [13].
The focus of this e0ort is the development of a new feature combination and calibration scheme
that exploits a small subset of psychophysiological features collected from a single pilot on a given
day to accurately classify mental workload for a separate pilot on a di0erent day. Extensive raw data
preprocessing, including 29 Fast Fourier transformations for each second of ;ight data, prepared the
feature data for analysis. The signal-to-noise ratio feature screening method is employed to determine
the usefulness of 151 psychophysiological features in feed-forward arti$cial neural networks. Factor
analysis is used to identify patterns in features that track associated changes in mental workload.
Methodologies for workload level modi$cation are tested to determine if they increase the accuracy
of pilot mental workload measurement across pilots and days.
Exploratory factor analysis is used to show that the salient feature space varies by pilot and
day. While arti$cial neural networks appear unable to fully discover this fact unaided, our new
feature combination and calibration scheme appears to exploit a new feature space allowing us
to more accurately discriminate between high and low mental workload. We demonstrate achieving
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classi$cation accuracy (CA) improvements over previous classi$ers exceeding 80% while using 97%
fewer features and reducing the CA variance by over 95%. A considerable side bene$t of our feature combination and calibration scheme is due to not requiring the use of EEG data, making data
collection immensely easier to manage and dramatically reducing computational processing requirements. Along with the validated implementation method, the feature combination and calibration
scheme appears to completely dominate all other classi$ers over their entire operating curves and
generally simpli$es the entire classi$cation process. The end result is that our feature combination
and calibration scheme and its implementation method appear more practical than previous classi$er
and classi$cation methods. Finally, the apparent identi$cation of the new feature space also opens
new doors for further improvements in classi$cation accuracies.
The bottom line is that our feature combination and calibration scheme produces a single classi$er
from only one ;ight that appears able to more accurately predict pilot mental workload for other
pilots and ;ights conducted on other days. These initial results open the possibility that the psychophysiological variations within and across individuals preventing previous methods from attaining
acceptable classi$cation accuracies may no longer present as major a hurdle.
2. Data collection
2.1. The experiment
The data used in our analysis are the same ;ight data described earlier. More speci$cally, ten
volunteer pilots ;ew a predetermined ;ight route once a day for 2 days, accompanied by a technician
from the ;ight propulsion laboratory and a copilot. The technician’s job was to monitor the data
collection process, and the copilot was present for safety reasons and was not part of the experiment.
Each ;ight was divided into 22, 2-min ;ight segments. While ten pilots participated in the ;ight
experiment, only the data from Pilots 1 and 4 were fully analyzed during the course of this research
e0ort. Data from a third pilot (Pilot 6) became available later and was used for validation purposes.
The ;ight route was speci$cally designed to include three levels of mental workload: low, medium,
and high. AFRL personnel estimated the diNculty of each ;ight segment before the ;ights were
conducted, and the test pilots evaluated the diNculty of each ;ight segment after their ;ights.
Fig. 1 shows a graph re;ecting the pilot’s subjective measures of workload associated with each
;ight segment. Understandably, there were some discrepancies between the researchers and the pilots
concerning workload levels associated with each ;ight segment. For example, the pilots classi$ed
both the instrument ;ight rules (IFR) air work and visual ;ight rules (VFR) touch-and-go segments
as high workload, while the researchers classi$ed the VFR touch-and-go segment as high workload
and the IFR air work as medium workload. Since both groups classi$ed the touch-and-go segment
of the ;ight as high workload, this ;ight segment became the minimum threshold for determining a
high workload segment.
East et al. [13] found classifying three workload levels (low, medium, and high) very diNcult
and combined the low and medium levels into one group called low workload. This reduced the
classi$cation from a three-class to a two-class problem and also emphasized the primary objective of
the research: accurately detecting high mental workload. Using the VFR touch-and-go ;ight segment
as the threshold, the dark horizontal line in Fig. 1 identi$es the split between the low (combined
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Fig. 1. Pilot subjective measure mental workload ratings.

with medium) and high workload levels. All ;ight segments below the line were de$ned as low
mental workload and all ;ight segments above the line were de$ned as high mental workload. The
creation of this line involves assumptions concerning workload level accuracy and ;ight segment
transitions that could signi$cantly increase classi$cation errors.
The $rst assumption is that all ;ight segments were assigned the correct workload levels. It was
assumed that all ;ight segments de$ned as low mental workload in fact represent equivalent workload
levels. Similarly, it was assumed that all ;ight segments de$ned as high mental workload were of
equivalent mental workload. Determining the true mental diNculty for individual ;ight segments is
not a science and it is possible that the compromise between the researchers and pilots resulted in
several inaccurate workload level de$nitions.
The second assumption is that the transition from low to high workload (or high to low workload)
is instantaneous. In other words, at the workload transition point, the last second of one ;ight segment
is correctly de$ned as low, and the $rst second of the next ;ight segment is correctly de$ned as
high. However, transitions between mental workload levels are not really instantaneous since they
occur over time and can vary by pilot.
While identi$cation of these assumptions represents potential limitations to earlier e0orts, our
research using various schemes for de$ning di0erent workload states found no apparent impact to
CA [14].
2.2. Data collected
Four di0erent types of psychophysiological data were collected during each ;ight: electroencephalography (EEG) data, ocular data, respiratory data, and cardiac data. The EEG data were collected
at 256 Hz through 29 electrodes placed in a special cap worn by the pilots. The ocular, respiratory,
and cardiac data were recorded in data $les that contain the elapsed time in milliseconds between
events. An event was the blink of an eye, the taking of a breath, or a beat of the heart. In order
to make the data useful for analysis, the raw data were preprocessed. The same data preprocessing
methods brie;y addressed below were developed and used by Greene [6–8] and East [13].
The raw EEG data were collected and immediately sent through a program called Manscan 4.0,
which $ltered out some of the undesirable artifacts from the EEG signals such as muscle and eye
movements. To remove the time dependency of the EEG signal, the raw data were passed through
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a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The FFT moved the data from the time domain into the frequency
domain, which allowed estimates of power to be computed [15]. Five frequency bands were then
$ltered out of the EEG data: delta (1–3 Hz), theta (4–7 Hz), alpha (8–12 Hz), beta (13–30 Hz),
and ultrabeta (31–42 Hz). Frequencies below 1 Hz or above 42 Hz are not associated with mental
workload, so these data were not kept [16]. The power readings produced by the FFT for each of
the $ve frequency bands were then summed to produce a total power reading for each band for
that 1 s of data. The power was then averaged over 10 s. Five seconds of overlap was included in
the calculation in order to smooth out the power readings from each electrode, resulting in 23 10-s
average power readings for each electrode frequency band per 2-min segment. In summary, the EEG
data produced 145 of the 151 total features for use when classifying the pilot’s mental workload
state, since each of the 29 electrodes produced a reading for the $ve frequency bands.
The preprocessing required for the remaining six physiological features comes from the heart, eye,
and respiratory data $les. Fortunately, preprocessing these data was less involved than the EEG data.
Each of the heart, eye, and respiratory $les produced two di0erent features. In the case of the cardiac
$les, the two features were the heart rate (in beats per minute) and the heart rate variability. The
heart rate variability is most easily thought of as the rate of increase or decrease in the heart rate
over a period of time, which in this case was every 10 s. To preprocess the heart rate feature, the
average beats per minute had to be computed. Since the data re;ected the time between heartbeats
(in milliseconds), the average time between beats for each 10-s window was calculated, and then
inverted. After multiplying this result by 60; 000 ms per minute, the average beats per minute for each
10-s window was obtained. To calculate the heart rate variability feature, a $rst-order polynomial $t
using ordinary least squares to the time intervals between heartbeats in each 10-s time window was
completed. Next, the absolute value of the slope from the polynomial $t was retained to estimate the
change in heart rate. The magnitude of this slope was used as the measure of heart rate variability.
The ocular and respiratory features were preprocessed in an identical manner to one another. To
preprocess the number of blinks (or breaths) feature, the number of blinks (or breaths) that fell
into each 10-s time window was counted. Fractional blinks (or breaths) were not considered, as
they would naturally fall into a future 10-s time window. The preprocessing of the average time
between blinks (or breaths) feature involved evaluating three di0erent scenarios. If multiple blinks
(or breaths) fell into a 10-s time window, then the simple average of the time between these blinks
(or breaths) was used. On the other hand, if only one blink (or breath) fell in a 10-s time window,
then the time between the last blink (or breath) in the previous window and the blink (or breath)
in the current window was used. Finally, if no blinks (or breaths) fell into a 10-s time window,
then the average time between blinks (or breaths) was determined by subtracting the time of the
last blink (or breath) from the end of the current time window.
After preprocessing, the six physiological features were: heart rate (in beats per minute), heart
rate variability, number of blinks (per 10-s time interval), interblink interval (time between blinks),
number of breaths (per 10-s time interval), and interbreath interval (time between breaths). To allow
EEG and physiological features to be included together within data sets, the same overlapping 10-s
window method was employed. Combining the physiological, cardiac, ocular, and respiratory features
brought the total to 151 features available for classifying mental workload.
One problem often encountered when using data from real test subjects versus simulated data is
the possibility of having holes or gaps in the data. The data for this experiment had several cases
where EEG features were missing for various lengths of time. Most likely, this was the result of a
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loss of contact between the pilot and one of the 29 electrodes. The options available to solve this
problem include deleting each feature containing a gap from the data set, or $lling the gap with
non-zero data. If the $rst option is chosen and the entire feature is deleted from the data set, fair
comparisons of feature sets for di0erent pilots or for di0erent days would require that the feature be
removed from every data set. Should this feature be highly signi$cant in predicting mental workload,
then its removal could seriously a0ect the $nal selection of the most salient features and possibly
the ANN’s ability to accurately classify mental workload. If the gap is $lled with non-zero data,
then a decision must be made concerning how to best accomplish this action without losing the data
integrity of the a0ected features.
The second option seemed most appropriate. We decided to keep the a0ected EEG features with
missing data, and $ll the gaps with average values based on the location of the gap. If the gap
occurred in the middle of the data set, then the two data points immediately above and below the
gap were used to create average values for $lling the gap. If the gap occurred at the end of the
data set, then the four data points immediately above the gap were used to create the average values
for $lling the gap. If the gap occurred at the beginning of the data set, then the four data points
immediately following the gap were used to create the average values for $lling the gap. The most
likely e0ect of this procedure was a slight overall reduction in the total variance observed in each
a0ected feature. We felt that accepting this slight reduction in variance was preferable to the total
loss of the feature from the data sets.
3. Methodology
3.1. Feature selection
Arti$cial neural networks (ANNs) were chosen as the classi$cation technique for this research
e0ort. This decision was driven by the previous research results from East et al. [13] on these data,
suggesting that ANNs produce more robust classi$ers than other classi$cation techniques. They
tested quadratic and linear classi$cation methods along with multilayer perceptron neural networks
and identi$ed classi$cation accuracies ranging from between 72% and about 97% for a single pilot
and ;ight depending on the method of feature selection and technique used. They found ANNs
always either tied for or exceeded the highest classi$cation accuracy of the other methods, and
overall ANNs produced averaged classi$cation accuracies several percentage points higher than the
other methods. Using this information as background, this e0ort focused on ANNs created using
the Statistical Neural Network Analysis Package (SNNAP) Version 2.0 with an input layer, a
hidden node layer, and an output layer. The number of nodes in the input layer had a one-to-one
correspondence with the number of input features, and there were always two output nodes in the
output layer signifying the two classes of mental workload. SNNAP produced a suggested number of
hidden layer nodes, usually resulting in hidden layer nodes of approximately four times the number
of input features.
Backpropagation was used as the training algorithm, and all activation functions were sigmoidal.
Prior to training the ANNs, SNNAP standardizes the data sets to a mean of zero and a variance of
one [17]. The data columns containing the known group memberships were not standardized, and
remained 0 for low/medium mental workload levels and 1 for high workload levels. The training
parameters for the ANNs included random initial weights between −0:1 and 0.1, the training rate set
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at 0.01, the momentum term set at 0.9, and the training termination rule of minimum training-test
sum of square error.
The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) saliency screening method [12] was used to reduce the 151 total
available features to a smaller subset for classi$cation. Previous feature reduction e0orts on these
data revealed that the SNR screening method developed a smaller set of features than other methods
such as the SAS STEPDISK deterministic procedure [13]. Eq. (1) shows how the SNR method uses
a direct comparison of a feature to an injected noise feature,
J
1 2
j=1 (wij )
SNRi = 10 log J
;
(1)
1 2
j=1 (wNj )
1
is the
where SNRi is the saliency metric for the ith feature; j is the number of hidden nodes; wNj
weight connecting the injected noise feature (which is uniform (0,1)) to the hidden node layer; and
wij1 is the weight connecting the input feature to the hidden node layer. Since the weights connected
to the noise feature tend to be small relative to the weights connected to more salient features,
non-salient features have small ratios compared to salient feature ratios. Reducing the number of
features is simply a matter of eliminating those features with the smallest SNR until only the most
salient features remain.
Since many of the 151 features in each data set, especially the EEG features, are highly correlated
with one another, and partially due to the randomness of the neural network initial weight values,
di0erent features can be selected for removal from the same network when identically initialized and
trained several times [13]. With the high correlation among the features, any di0erence in feature
selection should have negligible impact on the classi$cation accuracy of the network, and so resolving
feature selection di0erences is unnecessary. Across the di0erent data sets, the classi$cation accuracy
for several neural networks starts to drop signi$cantly (one or more percent) when fewer than 36
features remain, prompting the decision to keep as salient no more than 36 features per data set.
Past feature reduction e0orts on these data have found that the number of salient features necessary
to obtain high inter-day classi$cation accuracy for individual pilots range from 5 to over 59 [13].
Our results indicate Pilot 1 has 35 salient features on day 1 and 28 salient features on day 2,
while Pilot 4 has 36 salient features on both days 1 and 2. Feature reduction e0orts conducted on
mixed day data sets for an individual pilot revealed a di0erent set of salient features. While this
is similar to “peeking” into the future since the second day of data is not available for use when
building a classi$er using only the $rst day of data alone, some insights can be gained by studying
the results. After combining the two data sets for each pilot into single large data sets, each data
set was randomly split into training and validation data sets using a 65/35 ratio. In this e0ort, the
training-test data set always consists of holdout exemplars from the training data set.
The results of the SNR saliency screening on multiple day data sets revealed that fewer features
are salient for classifying Pilot 4 than Pilot 1. Speci$cally, we found Pilot 1 has 36 salient features
and Pilot 4 has only 6. Furthermore, the features found most salient across the multiple day data sets
were often di0erent from those found most salient on individual day data sets. The possible causes
for these di0erences other than the randomness of the initial weights in neural networks include wide
variation in psychophysiological measures across days. This variation can be a result of di0erences in
stress levels, sleep patterns, and ca0eine levels, among other causes. It is also possible that humans
exhibit an array of di0erent physiological responses to the stress of high workloads.
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3.2. Factor analysis
Factor analysis is based on the idea that the set of all features is explained by a smaller set of
underlying factors. In the case of classifying mental workload, even though there are 151 di0erent
features, there may be a relatively small number of factors that drive these variables. The way these
features are split into the di0erent factors is derived from the covariances between the features.
Factor analysis assumes that some of the feature variance is due to a common variance due to the
factors, and the remainder is uniquely tied to the speci$c feature [18]. By performing factor analysis,
the researcher hopes to identify and interpret the underlying factors to provide greater insight into
the problem.
To perform factor analysis, the salient features in each data set were placed into the statistical
software program SAS JMP. A separate scree plot was then built in Microsoft Excel using the
eigenvalues from the covariance matrix of each data set. A scree plot is a plot of the ordered
eigenvalues. The scree line helps determine how many eigenvalues to keep by establishing the
number of factors to rotate using the varimax procedure in SAS JMP. The output of the varimax
procedure is a factor loadings matrix, and this matrix was used to determine the psychophysiological
feature-to-factor assignments. This was accomplished by assigning each feature to the factor with the
largest absolute value factor loading for that particular feature. A review of the eigenvalues across
several of the data sets revealed that the $rst eigenvalue represented approximately 15% of the total
variation in the features, and the other eigenvalues each explained only 3–4% of the remaining
variation. In order to capture a high degree of the total feature variation in these data sets, a large
number of factors had to be kept. Keeping too many factors does not help reduce the dimensionality
of the problem, and therefore limits the e0ectiveness of performing factor analysis. Keeping too few
factors results in low factor loadings matrix values, making it diNcult to determine which variables
are really correlated to which factor, and also leads to diNculties with factor interpretation. By
deciding to set the maximum number of factors to 20, suNciently high factor loadings matrix values
were produced, and it allowed for some useful groupings of features within and across the factors.
The decision to limit the number of factors to 20 enabled some interpretation of the factors, and
more importantly, it highlighted key features within each factor that could be explored as we looked
for patterns to exploit. With the relatively large number of factors for each data set, most of the
factors ended up being associated with only a few of the features. This made factor interpretation
somewhat easier given that brain researchers have identi$ed that certain areas of the brain are
associated with certain functions. A factor with only one feature assigned to it can be interpreted as
being related to the function associated with that feature. Factor interpretation at this level, however,
did not appear to provide direct insight into the research problem, and so further exploratory factor
analysis was performed.
3.3. Exploratory factor analysis
The exploratory factor analysis consisted of two activities. First, the feature-to-factor assignments
were compiled across the various data sets to $nd patterns among the factors. The feature-to-factor
assignments were created by assigning each feature to the factor with the largest absolute value factor loading for that particular feature. Three compilation methods were used. The $rst compilation
method involved grouping all of the feature-to-factor assignments by individual feature. The second
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Fig. 2. Interblink feature for Pilot 1 on day 1.

method grouped the assignments by EEG node, which meant aggregating the $ve frequencies associated with each EEG node. The third method grouped the assignments by frequency, which meant
aggregating across EEG nodes. These various compilations revealed that while the EEG features
are evenly spread over all the retained factors, the physiological features are grouped rather tightly
in the $rst six factors across the di0erent data sets. In particular, the second factor showed a high
concentration of the physiological features, with the ocular and heart features dominating the factor.
As we will see, this observation played heavily in subsequent analyses.
The second exploratory factor analysis activity involved graphing the key feature-to-factor assignments in order to identify if any consistent patterns appeared within the data. A graph was made
for each feature-to-factor association within the various data sets, representing the most important
features across the factors. Most graphs revealed no discernible patterns across the mental workload
levels; however, a few did show some interesting patterns. An example of a graph that showed a
distinct pattern was the interblink feature from Pilot 1 on Day 1, shown in Fig. 2. The raised solid
line along the bottom of the graph indicates periods of high mental workload. We noticed a de$nite
increase in the value and variation of the interblink feature as the mental workload level increased
from low to high.
Noticeable patterns for Pilot 1 were found only in the ocular features. We noticed a de$nite
increase in the value and variation of the interblink feature as the mental workload level increased
from low to high. In the number of blinks feature, we noticed a decrease during periods of higher
mental workload. These patterns, however, were not as dramatic as seen on day 1. For instance,
the amount of variability in the interblink feature, while certainly higher during periods of greater
mental workload, was de$nitely not as variable as seen on day 1. Perhaps this decrease in variability
was due to the learning curve e0ect caused by the identical ;ight path and same mental demands
being repeated on the second day of the experiment. The increased familiarity possibly allowed Pilot
1 on day 2 to lower the visual concentration requirements necessary to execute the same maneuvers
performed on day 1. Other features for Pilot 1 varied over time and mental workload levels, but
they did not vary consistently like the ocular features.
Noticeable patterns for Pilot 4 were found only in the cardiac features. Unlike Pilot 1, Pilot 4’s
heart beats-per-minute (BPM) feature rose during periods of higher workload and stayed at an overall
increased level throughout the higher workload periods. Furthermore, there was a visible decrease in
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the heart variability feature. No noticeable patterns in any of the EEG or respiratory features were
found in the pilot data sets.
The di0erent patterns in the psychophysiological features for Pilots 1 and 4 show that the pilots
react di0erently under high workload conditions. Both pilots had two features that revealed patterns
that displayed changes relative to mental workload, but the features were di0erent for each pilot.
Furthermore, we noticed features not exhibiting patterns for one pilot while exhibiting patterns for
the other pilot look like noise features.
3.4. Feature combination and calibration scheme development
The apparent patterns found in the mental workload data through the exploratory factor analysis
suggested an interesting possibility. It had become apparent that pilots react di0erently to increased
workloads and that this reaction could be re;ected through fundamentally di0erent features. A linear
combination of features was proposed [19]. The intent was to combine features in such a way that
the sum increases dramatically when approaching high mental workload and drops dramatically when
approaching low mental workload. This allows the ANN to “see across” the di0ering salient feature
spaces. Following this concept, the features that appear to decrease when mental workload increases
were subtracted from the linear combination, and the features that appear to increase when mental
workload increases were added to the linear combination. Eq. (2) shows the linear combination and
calibration scheme using standardized data,
Calibration 1 = −Heart VariabilitySD + BPMSD − BlinksSD + Inter Blink SD ;

(2)

where Heart VariabilitySD is the standardized heart variability feature value, BPMSD is the standardized heart beats-per-minute feature value, BlinksSD is the standardized number of blinks feature
value, and Inter Blink SD is the standardized interblink feature value. Standardizing the feature data
to a mean of zero and a variance of one was necessary because the feature data contained various
units and magnitudes.
Graphing the Calibration 1 variable for the di0erent data sets revealed a large amount of variability
in the linear combination at any given mental workload level. In order to smooth this variability,
three moving averages of Calibration 1 were added to complete the new set of features in the
feature combination and calibration scheme. The lengths of the moving averages were 30, 60, and
120 s, and were labeled Calibration 30, Calibration 60, and Calibration 120. With the addition of
the moving averages, the four features that comprise the feature combination and calibration scheme
are Calibration 1, Calibration 30, Calibration 60, and Calibration 120. These four features totally
replaced all 151 natural features when training ANNs using the calibration scheme.
4. Results
4.1. Results using feature combination and calibration scheme
Two di0erent types of performance measures were used to assess the e0ectiveness of our proposed feature combination and calibration scheme: average CAs and receiver operating characteristics
(ROC) curves. Average CAs were useful for summarizing a network’s performance with categori-
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Averages Across Days and Pilots:
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Fig. 3. Calibration scheme networks vs. non-calibrated baseline networks.

cal outputs in a single number; however, it implied equal costs of misclassi$cation. In the case of
determining pilot mental workload, we may be more interested in how accurately a network classi$es
high mental workload and less interested in how well it classi$es low mental workload. The rationale
here is that if we are interested in preventing GLOC situations, it is more important to correctly
identify transitions to high mental workload than transitions to low mental workload. The ROC
measure was especially useful when one category was more important than others, and provided
network performance characteristics over a varying decision threshold. These two characteristics are
probabilities of detection and false alarm, also known as true positive and false positive probabilities.
For our application, the decision threshold represented the cut-o0 probability for detecting a signal
and varied from 0.0 to 1.0.
Each average CA and ROC curve data point was based on 12 values, and never included the results
from the same pilot and day combination used to train the network. For instance, if a network was
trained using the data from Pilot 1 (day 1), a projection of this network would then be made using
data sets from Pilot 1 (day 2), Pilot 4 (day 1), and Pilot 4 (day 2). No projection would be performed
on Pilot 1 (day 1) since this represents the same pilot–day combination used to train the network.
Another network would then be trained using data from Pilot 1 (day 2), and projections made for
the three other pilot–day combinations: Pilot 1 (day 1), Pilot 4 (day 1), and Pilot 4 (day 2). This
process would be repeated two more times using data from Pilot 4 (day 1) and Pilot 4 (day 2) to
train the networks, and projecting the data sets from the other three pilot–day combinations through
each network. We continued this leave-one-in fashion until we generated 12 projections, which when
averaged together, become the average CA, or a single point on the ROC curve.
Fig. 3 shows the average result of networks trained using the feature combination and calibration
scheme compared to the baseline. The baseline consists of networks trained using the 35 most
salient features from each data set in addition to three moving averages per feature with lengths of
30, 60, and 120 s. As shown in the $gure, the ROC curve developed using the feature combination
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Fig. 4. Calibration scheme networks vs. non-calibrated mixed day network.

and calibration scheme completely dominates the baseline ROC curve. In addition, the average
CA jumps from 60.11% to 72.02%, with individual calibrated network classi$ers producing CA
improvements up to 80% over comparable non-calibrated baseline network classi$ers. Recall that
previous researchers using this data obtained classi$cation accuracies little better than 50% for the
same-pilot over multiple days classi$er [13].
Several modi$cations to the training data sets were made in an attempt to further improve network
performance without success. The best results were consistently achieved using the combined feature
and calibration scheme with all 22 ;ight segments in the training data sets.
Since our combined feature and calibration scheme makes use of only four ocular and cardiac
features, another experiment was conducted where the ANNs were presented the same four ocular
and cardiac features with information from all data sets mixed together. A random 60/40 split of
the data built the training and validation data sets. Fig. 4 shows the results of this experiment. The
average CA for the non-calibrated mixed day data ANN was 11.35% lower than the average CA
for the calibrated full-day data ANNs (where all 22 ;ight segments were included in the training
data sets). Fig. 4 shows that the combined feature and calibration scheme clearly improved network
performance across the whole range of threshold values. Numerous increases in the number of
hidden nodes in the hidden layer of the non-calibrated mixed day ANN did not improve either
performance measure. These results indicate that the feature combination and calibration scheme
provides additional information to the ANNs that they cannot produce themselves; as expected,
the ANNs appear unable to identify the feature space found through the linear combination of the
calibration scheme.
4.2. Results of validation e>ort
A validation e0ort was performed to fully determine the e0ectiveness and robustness of the feature
combination and calibration scheme. The independent data set used for validation purposes came
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Validation of Calibration Scheme:
Pilot 6 Day 2 Averages vs. Pilot 6 Day 2 Baseline
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Fig. 5. Calibration scheme results compared to baseline results.

from Pilot 6 (day 2). To establish a baseline performance level, an ANN was trained using the
most salient features in addition to the three moving averages per feature with lengths of 30, 60,
and 120 s. After combining the features and calibrating the data following the feature combination
and calibration scheme, another ANN was trained. The performance measures for the baseline and
the feature combination and calibration networks were determined by averaging the results of four
projections sent through the trained networks. The four data sets sent through the networks were:
Pilot 1 (days 1 & 2), and Pilot 4 (days 1 & 2). Fig. 5 shows the ROC curve results. The average CA
using the combination feature and calibration scheme jumped from 57.31% to 71.84%, an average
improvement of over 25%. Furthermore, the ROC curve shows a large increase in true positive
to false positive ratios across the whole curve. The performance measures in this validation e0ort
indicate that the calibration method can be successfully applied to new data sets and potentially
result in substantially improved pilot mental workload classi$cation accuracy such as shown here.
An implementation methodology was developed and tested using the Pilot 6 (day 2) ;ight to see if
the feature combination and calibration scheme could be implemented without knowing the true mean
and standard deviation values for each of the four features included in the feature combination and
calibration scheme. The implementation methodology was based on constantly computing throughout
a ;ight the mean and standard deviation values for each of the four natural features used in the
calibration scheme (heart BPM, heart variability, number of blinks, and interblink), and comparing
these values to the minimum mean and standard deviation values identi$ed after the 4-min point in
the ;ight. Data from the $rst 4 min was used to baseline the implementation methodology because
the $rst 4 min of each ;ight kept the pilots at low mental workload since they were only performing
pre;ight checks with the engine o0. The implementation methodology used only the larger of the
minimum or actual values for standardizing the natural feature data and building the four combined
and calibrated features.
The Feature Adjustment Factor Table, shown in Table 1 and used in the implementation process,
is used when calculating the minimum mean and standard deviation values for each of the natural
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Table 1
Feature adjustment factor table
Feature

Mean adjustment factor

Standard deviation adjustment factor

Heart variability
Heart BPM
Number blinks
Interblink

−0.3707
0.2188
0.0115
0.1631

−0.2543
0.971
0.0599
0.4328

features at the 4-min point in a ;ight. Each value in the table represents the average percent di0erence
between the overall mean (or standard deviation (SD)) for a natural feature after a completed ;ight
and the mean (or SD) for the same feature after only 4 min of ;ight. The table was constructed from
four ;ights independent of the validation ;ight. To use the table and estimate the minimum mean
and standard deviation values for natural feature i, we exercised Eqs. (3) and (4) shown below:
Minimum meani = (meani after 4 min) × (1 + adjustment factor i );

(3)

Minimum SDi = (SDi after 4 min) × (1 + adjustment factor i ):

(4)

Since Table 1 re;ects an average percent di0erence between the overall mean (or SD) for a natural
feature after a completed 44-min ;ight and the mean (or SD) for the same feature after only 4 min of
;ight, the magnitudes and signs of the percent di0erences vary across the features. The signs of the
percent di0erences are generally consistent with the trends observed in the feature means found during
exploratory factor analysis, but the magnitudes of the percent di0erences are not particularly useful in
determining the relative strength of the trends over time. It is important to note that the various feature
trends identi$ed during exploratory factor analysis were based on comparisons between periods of
low and high mental workload while the plane was in the air. Since the engines were not started
until after the 4-min point of each ;ight, the pilots remained in a lower than normal workload state
when compared to the other periods of low mental workload during ;ight. This period of arti$cially
low mental workload, plus the fact that there were more low workload than high workload periods
during the ;ight, limits the value of comparing the feature averages and standard deviations at the
4-min point to the feature averages after the entire ;ight. What Table 1 does re;ect is the average
percent di0erence for the means and standard deviations of the features as the pilots transition from
an exclusively very low mental workload state to an overall elevated mental workload state mixed
with periods of high and low mental workload. For example, the mean adjustment factor for heart
rate variability is −0:3707, consistent with the observation that heart rate variability tends to decrease
during periods of increased mental workload. The relatively large magnitude of this adjustment factor
indicates that the pilots remained in a much lower average mental workload state during the $rst
4 min of each ;ight than they averaged in the remaining periods of the ;ight. The sign and magnitude
of the SD adjustment factor for heart rate variability, −0:2543, indicates less variability in the feature
as time passed and the overall average mental workload increased. Similar observations can be made
concerning the positive signs of the heart rate (BPM) and interblink mean adjustment factors (0.2188
and 0.1631, respectively). Both positive values parallel the observations that the feature means tend
to increase during periods of increased mental workload, and their moderate magnitudes indicate that
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Pilots 1 & 4 Ocular & Heart Calibrated Features:
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Fig. 6. Average calibrated feature values by mental workload level.

the pilots remained at lower average mental workload during the $rst 4 min of the ;ight than during
the remaining ;ight periods. The relatively large SD adjustment factors for these features (0.971 for
heart rate and 0.4328 for interblink) re;ect increased feature variability as the ;ight progressed. The
only feature whose mean adjustment factor did not mirror the observations made during exploratory
factor analysis is the number of blinks feature. The small positive value of its mean adjustment factor
(0.0115) is inconsistent with the general observation that the number of blinks tended to decrease
during periods of increased mental workload. This inconsistency is likely due to the relatively small
amount of increase or decrease observed in the ocular features (and the number of blinks feature in
particular) when shifting between low and high mental workload compared to the changes observed
in the cardiac features. Fig. 6, discussed in greater detail later, visually shows this observation. It
highlights the average magnitude di0erences between the combined ocular and cardiac features when
shifting between low and high mental workload for Pilots 1 and 4. Upon inspection, the relative
magnitude di0erence observed as the mental workload shifts between low and high is much less
with the combined ocular feature than the magnitude di0erence observed with the combined cardiac
feature. In addition, since not all pilots experienced the same amount of change in each feature as
mental workload varied, the small amount of change in the number of blinks feature observed in
some pilots was likely overcome by the magnitude of variations observed across the features for
the various pilots on the di0erent ;ights. The relatively small SD adjustment factor for this feature
(0.0599) further reinforces the notion that little average variation in the feature occurred across the
pilots as mental workload levels changed.
Our implementation process began by assuming the pilot would remain in a low mental workload
state during the $rst 4 min of ;ight while the pre;ight checks are performed. Consequently, we set
the Calibration 1 feature to −1:0 during this period to signify low workload. Since the other three
calibration features were moving averages of the Calibration 1 feature, they also had values of −1:0
during this 4-min period. After 4 min of ;ight, we used the Feature Adjustment Factor Table and
Eqs. (3) and (4) to estimate the minimum mean and standard deviation values for the rest of the
;ight. As time passed and the four natural feature values became available, they were standardized based upon the larger of the minimum mean and standard deviation values or the actual mean
and standard deviation values. The Calibration 1 feature was then computed using Eq. (2), and the
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other three moving averages combined and calibrated features were updated. The four combined
and calibrated features were then presented to the trained ANN for a prediction of current mental
workload, and this process was repeated until the end of the ;ight. If this approach was implemented
operationally, then after each completed ;ight the Feature Adjustment Factor Table should be updated to re;ect the new pilot information. Alternatively, a personalized Feature Adjustment Factor
Table could be built using data exclusively from one pilot. Steps 1–5 summarize the steps in this
implementation process.
1. For the $rst 4 min of ;ight, set the Calibration 1 feature to −1:0 to re;ect the assumed low
workload state of the pilot. After 4 min of ;ight, compute the actual mean and standard deviation
for each of the four natural features used in the feature combination and calibration scheme.
2. Estimate the minimum mean and standard deviation for each natural feature using Eqs. (3) and
(4). These minimum values are found by multiplying the actual mean and standard deviation
values by the appropriate adjustment factor from the Feature Adjustment Factor Table, shown in
Table 1.
3. As each set of four natural features becomes available during the ;ight, the continually updating
mean and standard deviation for each natural feature is compared to the minimum values found in
Step #2. If a natural feature mean or standard deviation value falls below the respective estimated
minimum value, then the minimum value is substituted when standardizing the feature. If a natural
feature mean or standard deviation rises above the respective minimum value, then the larger value
is used when standardizing the feature.
4. Using the mean and standard deviation values from Step #3, compute the Calibration 1 combined
calibration feature, and update the three moving average combined calibration features: Calibration 30, Calibration 60, and Calibration 120. Present the four combined calibration features to the
trained ANN for a prediction of current pilot mental workload.
5. Repeat Steps #3 and #4 until the end of the ;ight. Before the next ;ight begins, update the Feature
Adjustment Factor Table until the table values stabilize. Alternatively, update a personalized
Feature Adjustment Factor Table for exclusive use by an individual pilot.
Results of the implementation experiment revealed an ROC curve nearly identical to the full feature
combination and calibration ROC curve, and a decrease in average CA compared to the full feature
combination and calibration results of only 2%. These performance measures provided preliminary
indications that the implementation methodology was robust and accurately reproduced the full feature
combination and calibration bene$ts.
5. Conclusions
The feature combination and calibration scheme presented in this paper, including the implementation methodology, appears feasible and produced superior results by $nding a new feature space
unable to be found by the ANNs themselves. Accurate mental workload classi$cation requires $nding the appropriate feature space for each individual, and we have shown that this feature space
can vary by pilot and time. Fig. 6 visually shows the di0erent feature spaces between Pilots 1 and
4 by comparing average combined and calibrated ocular and cardiac feature values during periods
of low and high mental workload. Both pilots shift between quadrant III and quadrant I as their
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mental workload levels change between low and high; however, Fig. 6 clearly shows that their combined and calibrated feature values shift along di0erent axes. As a result, networks trained using the
non-calibrated feature data for a single pilot on a given day stand little chance of accurately classifying mental workload for a separate pilot, and the large psychophysiological di0erences observed
for an individual pilot over time allow only a slightly better chance of accurately classifying mental
workload for the same pilot on a di0erent day.
The feature combination and calibration scheme appears to reduce the impacts of the psychophysiological variations that occur across di0erent pilots and over di0erent days. If one or more of the
four features included in the feature combination and calibration scheme were not signi$cant to a
particular pilot on a certain day, then those features basically represented small amounts of noise.
Their inclusion in the linear combination resulted in the addition of this noise. Before a network
was trained, however, the neural network software standardizes the data, thus mitigating the e0ect of
insigni$cant features. As a result, the linear combination calibration scheme allowed the signi$cant
features to provide valuable mental workload information to the network, and rendered the e0ects of
the other features as insigni$cant. For example, consider a network trained for each pilot on either
day. The feature combination and calibration scheme adds the normalized contributions from the
interblink feature, subtracts the contribution from the blink feature, adds the contribution from the
heart BPM feature, and subtracts the contribution from the heart variability feature. For Pilot 1,
the heart variability and heart BPM features are insigni$cant so their additions to the combination
and calibration scheme are really additions of noise. As mentioned before, Pilot 4 does not display
the same consistent patterns as Pilot 1 in the ocular features, but Pilot 4 does have two consistent
patterns in the heart BPM and heart variability features. This results in two features added to the
combination and calibration scheme for each pilot that provide information about mental workload
and two features that add noise. The outcome of the combination and calibration scheme is a new
combined and calibrated feature for each pilot containing useful information about mental workload,
which can be directly compared to the same new combined and calibrated feature developed for other
pilots. This research suggests that it might be possible to overcome the large psychophysiological
variations within and across pilots and presents a new feature combination and calibration scheme
that may help overcome a long-standing stumbling block to achieving higher classi$cation accuracy
and good ROC curve performance.
Our research indicates that the feature combination and calibration scheme dramatically improves
our ability to accurately predict pilot mental workload. Furthermore, our validation e0ort results
suggest that the feature combination and calibration scheme is robust, and the implementation method
results identify that the calibration scheme can be successfully implemented without any apparent
signi$cant loss of predictive capabilities.
Several opportunities exist for further research on feature combination and calibration to enhance
the classi$cation of pilot mental workload. The $rst opportunity involves exploring combination
and calibration schemes other than the linear combination presented in this research. Examples include schemes containing interaction terms and non-linear functions. The second opportunity applies
optimization techniques for improving the weighting of the features within the combination and
calibration scheme to optimally highlight the changes in mental workload level. Provided the predictive power and operating characteristics of the combination and calibration scheme meets war$ghter
needs, the third opportunity includes moving the feature combination and calibration scheme and the
implementation methodology towards additional testing and future system development.
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